
Celebrity  Wedding:  Nicki
Minaj Is Married!

By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, Nicki Minaj officially tied the knot with
boyfriend  Kenneth  Petty  on  Monday.  Minaj  announced  the
celebrity wedding via Instagram, stating “Onika Tanya Maraj-
Petty 10•21•19.” The rapper revealed to EOnline.com in July
that she and Petty had gotten their marriage license. Last
week, Minaj announced the pastor she wanted to officiate was
“available within the next week, so we could be married in the
next seven days.” Though Minaj and Petty seem over the moon
with their celebrity relationship, the couple has received
backlash after it was revealed that Petty is a registered sex
offender  in  New  York  and  has  served  time  in  prison  for
manslaughter.  Minaj  defended  her  now-husband  over  these
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Surprise! in this celebrity wedding
news,  Nicki  Minaj  is  a  married
woman. What are some benefits of a
surprise wedding?

Cupid’s Advice:

Nicki  Minaj  and  Kenneth  Petty  are  married!  The  celebrity
couple hinted at possible wedding bells this past summer but
suddenly tied the knot on Monday. Cupid has some advice to
help you figure out the benefits of a surprise wedding:

1. It’s romantic: A surprise wedding most likely means it will
be just you and your significant others and maybe a handful of
important  guests.  A  surprise  wedding  follows  in  love’s
passionate and spontaneous footsteps by making the wedding
solely about the love you and your partner share.

Related Link: Blake Lively & Ryan Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third
Baby

2. It’s a money saver: A surprise wedding can save a lot of
money since you won’t have to pay for many of the expensive
aspects of a wedding such as catering for the reception or
booking a large venue to fit a bunch of guests. Surprise
weddings allow couples to have a romantic ceremony without
spending a lot of money.

Related Link: Celebrity News: JWoww Is ‘Hurt’ After Boyfriend
Makes a Move on Angelina Pavarnick

3. It’s less stressful: A surprise wedding is just that, a
surprise! That means no planning, no shopping, and a lot less
stress. You can enjoy your day and focus completely on your
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love  without  the  distractions  of  something  possibly  going
wrong.

Would you consider a surprise wedding? Let us know in the
comments below!


